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Let {vi,; i, j = 1, 2, . ..} be a family of i.i.d. random variables with E(vT,) = co. For 
positive integers p. n with p = p(n) and p/n + y z 0 as n + co, let M, = (l/n) V, V,‘, 
where Vn=(~rl)lQlcip,14,6n~ and let Amax denote the largest eigenvalue of M,. It 
is shown that fi, imax = co a.s. This result verifies the boundedness of E(v:,) to 
be the weakest condition known to assure the almost sure convergence of Amar 
for a class of sample covariance matrices. no 1988 Academic PWS, IN. 
For each n = 1, 2, 3, . . . let V, = (u&n)) be a p x n matrix, where the 
u&n)‘s for i, j are independent and are identically distributed for all i, j, n 
with E(o,,) = 0, E(of,) = 1, and p = p(n), with p/n+ y >O and n + co. Let 
M, = (l/n) V, V,‘. The matrix M, is then the sample covariance matrix of n 
samples of a p-dimensional random vector. 
Several papers have studied the asymptotic behavior of &,,.Jn), the 
largest eigenvalue of M, [l-3]. In [2] it is shown that Amax converges 
a.s. (i.p.) to (1 +A)” if E(lu,,l~+‘)<cc (E(l~,,1~+~< co) for any positive 
6. In [3] it is shown that if V,, is the first p rows and n columns of a 
doubly infinite array of vii’s: then E(u:,) < co implies Amax +a.s. 
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(1 + &)’ as n -+ co. In this paper we will show the boundedness of E(v;Z,) 
to be the weakest condition on the limiting behavior of Amax for doubly 
infinite arrays. In fact, we will show: 
If {ujj; i, j= 1, 2, . ..> is a family of i.i.d. random variables with E(u:,) = cc 
and Mnr &,,,( 1 n aredefinedasabovewith V,,=(U~),~~~~,~~~~,,, ~=p(n), 
p/n-+y>Oasn+co, then 
7 
lim Amax = 00 
,7 
as. 
The result will be established by showing for any M > 0 
P(l,,,(n) Z M2 i.0.) = 1. (1) 
Using the fact that the largest eigenvalue of any symmetric matrix is 
bounded below by the largest diagonal element of the matrix, we have 
for any ic { 1, 2, . . . . p(n)}, je { 1, 2, . . . . n}. 
Defining A, = { uil; 2k- ’ < j < 2k, 1 d id ~(2~)) for k = 1,2, . . . . we therefore 
have P(4,,,,(n)bM2 i.o.) > P(~u~EA, s.t. lulil > ~2~‘~ for infinitely 
many k’s). 
By the Borel-Cantelli theorem, (1) will follow if we can show 
1 P (~I+E A, s.t. luiil 2 M2k’2) = 00. (2) 
The left side of (2) is 
11 -P(lu,,I <A42k’*)p@)? 
Since p(n)/n + y > 0 as n + co we have for any positive y < y, 
~(2~) 2k- ’ > 414~ for all k sufficiently large. 
Therefore, (1) follows if 
C1-P(Iu,,I<M2k’*)1’*~4k=C0 (O<y<y). 
k 
(3) 
Using the relation E(v;‘, ) < xk E(u4 I I, (M2k,2~IU,,I<M2(t+l~,2~)+M4, 1, being 
the indicator function on the set A, we have 
~+_y4kP(lu,,l3M2k’*)=CO, 
k 
(4) 
since E(u;,) = co. 
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Using the relation (1 - ~7)~ < ePcrb, valid for a E [0, 11, b 2 0 and proper- 
ties of finite products, it is straightforward to show 
C1-(l--ak)bk<CO~Cakbk<co (a,E[0,1],bk20). 
k k 
Therefore, (4) implies (3) and we are done. 
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